## Assembly Instructions

### Parts Included:
- 2 Uprights
- 4 Mounting Brackets
- 4 Folding Support Arms
- Pull-Up Bar
- 2 J-Cups
- 6 Pegs

### Hardware Included:
- 5.1 In Bolt x 12
- 3.2 In Screw x 8
- 3.3 In Power Bolt x 8
- Washer x 40
- Nut x 12

### Instructions:

1. Get two pieces of wood (2”x10”x56”) - find and mark the studs in your wall and mount the wood to the studs using the power bolts provided.

2. Secure mounting brackets on to the wood using the screws.

3. Attach folding arms to mounting brackets. Feed bolt through the middle, back hole of the mounting bracket.

4. Bolt uprights to folding arms. The top bolt will go through the fourth hole from the top and the bottom bolt will go through the fourth hole from the bottom.

Use pegs to lock rack arms into place and attach pull up bar. Also secure j-cups to appropriate locations.

---

Any issues? Please contact us directly by phone: 720-420-1731, email: info@repfitness.com or morse code...(-.... - ..- - ... ... - ... - - - - - - - -). We are always here for our Customers! - Team REP